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Abstract1

This paper proposes an analytical solution of removing end-of-life GEO satellites to the GEO graveyard region using realistic
flat solar sails. Different from the ideal solar sail model, the proposed realistic flat solar sail model applies the realistic solar
sail thrust model, and the sail cone angle is constrained within [0◦, 85◦]. The dynamic system of a GEO satellite equipped
with a realistic flat solar sail is constructed based on the Gauss’s variation of parameter (VOP) equations, and linearized
along a nominal trajectory. Control angles of the sail are generated using the linear optimal tracking controller. Iterations of
linearization are applied to gradually reduce the inaccuracy of the linearized systems, thus reducing the terminal state error.
Simulations indicate that, end-of-life GEO satellites are successfully removed to the GEO graveyard region in 350 days using
the proposed control approach. The negative impact of using realistic flat solar sails in the end-of-life GEO satellite removal
mission is evident but not significant. Compared to using ideal solar sails, a small increase in the A/m of spacecraft from
0.14 to 0.16 kg/m2 is required.
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1 Introduction13

The increasing population of space debris in the Geostation-14

ary Earth Orbit (GEO) has been alarming in recent years15

[1–3]. The latest annual reports ESA Annual Space Envi-16

ronment Report [4] and Classification of Geosynchronous17

Objects [5] published by the European Space Agency (ESA)18

indicate that, the number of all the known space debris in19

GEO has been increasing since 2001, and exceeded 100020

in 2018. At present, debris takes up more than 70% of the21

total object amount. The Galaxy 15 incident [6] also implies22

that, without further orbit control, nonfunctional satellites23

may drift because of luni-solar disturbances, allowing them24

to wander the GEO belt and threaten active satellites.25
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To mitigate the severe situation, the Inter-Agency Space 26

Debris Coordination Committee (IADC) published Space 27

Debris Mitigation Guidelines [7] in 2007. According to the 28

guidelines, the GEO protected region (Table 1) should be 29

protected in respect of space debris generation. End-of-life 30

satellites in GEO should be removed far enough above GEO 31

so as not to interfere with the GEO protected region. Studies 32

[8,9] have found that fulfilling the two conditions in Table 33

2 (which also define the GEO graveyard region) at the end 34

of disposal will ensure an orbit that remains above the GEO 35

protected region. 36

There exists limited research on removing end-of-life 37

GEO satellites to the GEO graveyard region using solar radi- 38

ation pressure (SRP). In [10], the feasibility of re-orbiting 39

three-axis stabilized GEO satellites to the GEO graveyard 40

region using SRP was first demonstrated. Ref. [11] proposed 41

the TugSat concept, in which a 1000 kg non-functional GEO 42

satellite is removed to the GEO graveyard region using an 43

800 m2 solar sail. The removal is accomplished by first rais- 44

ing the orbit semi-major axis by 350 km, then reducing the 45

eccentricity to zero. Ref. [12] derived an analytical removal 46

solution based on Lyapunov control theory combined with 47

the calculus of variations. In that work, a partical swarm opti- 48

mizer (PSO) is used to optimize user designed parameters, 49

which then generates the robust locally time optimal removal 50
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Table 1 The GEO protected region

Property Requirement

GEO 35786 km

Upper bound GEO + 200 km

Lower bound GEO − 200 km

Inclination [−15◦, +15◦]

Table 2 The GEO graveyard region

Property Requirement

Perigee
altitude

A minimum increase of
235 km + (1000 · CR · A/m)

235 km : the sum of the upper altitude of the
GEO protected region (200 km) and the
maximum descent due to luni-solar and
geo-potential perturbations (35 km) CR : the
solar radiation pressure (SRP) coefficient
A/m : the area to dry mass ratio

Eccentricity [0, 0.003]

solutions. In [13], an analytical removal solution was pro-51

posed which requires a small area-to-mass (A/m) ratio of52

spacecraft. Although end-of-life GEO satellites are success-53

fully removed to the GEO graveyard region using SRP and54

impulsive thrusts, there exists terminal state error between55

the terminal state and the desired state. Ref. [14] proposed a56

feedback pseudospectral (PS) method to reduce the terminal57

state error in [13]. In that work, the iterations of the open-loop58

PS method and the linear feedback controller are applied to59

search the global minimum of the cost function. The global60

minimum is reached at the price of a large computation cost.61

In this work, we apply the “iterations of linearization”62

control approach to remove end-of-life GEO satellites to the63

GEO graveyard region. The proposed control approach sig-64

nificantly reduces the terminal state error in [13], as well65

as the computation cost caused by the numerical approach66

in [14]. In theory, the applied “iterations of linearization”67

control approach is only able to find a quasi-local optimal68

solution. A quasi-local optimal solution is acceptable for the69

end-of-life GEO satellite removal mission, since the GEO70

graveyard region is broad and the requirements on the orbital71

elements are not strict.72

Among all the existing research on removing end-of-life73

GEO satellites to the GEO graveyard region using solar sails,74

the ideal solar sail model is applied. However, ideal solar75

sails are different from realistic ones, and the differences76

could have negative impacts on the end-of-life GEO satellite77

removal mission. For example, for realistic solar sails, the78

sail cone angle is constrained and can’t reach 90◦ (SRP can’t79

be turned off) due to the temperature and structure reasons.80

This results in a so-called “leeward force” [15], which always81

exits along the Sun-sail direction. The “leeward force” is 82

unfavourable for the end-of-life GEO satellites removal mis- 83

sion, because the “leeward force” will decrease the orbit 84

altitude when the satellites move toward the Sun. 85

Ref. [16] shows that there is a significant deviation in 86

force magnitude between the realistic solar sail and the ideal 87

solar sail model. Ref. [15] conducted thorough comparisons 88

between the ideal and realistic solar sails. Different from ideal 89

solar sails, there always exists a thrust component in the sail 90

transverse direction for realistic solar sails. Realistic solar 91

sails are not always flat, there could be small-scale (wrinkles 92

and crinkles) and large-scale (billow and drop) irregularities 93

in the sail surface. Because of temperature and structure rea- 94

sons, the sail cone angle is constrained within [0◦, 85◦] for 95

realistic solar sails. Ref. [17] compared the thrusts generated 96

by the ideal solar sails and the realistic ones, concluding that 97

the impacts of the sail surface properties and sail shape on 98

the solar sail thrust are not significant. 99

In this work, we propose a realistic flat solar sail model. 100

Based on the results in [15], the realistic solar sail thrust 101

model is applied. The cone angle of the sail is constrained. 102

Considering the results in [17], the sail deformation and sail 103

surface irregularities are ignored. The proposed realistic flat 104

solar sail model is detailed in Sect. 2. 105

The main contributions of this work are as follows. First 106

we apply the “iterations of linearization” control approach 107

to remove end-of-life GEO satellites to the GEO graveyard 108

region using solar sailing. The proposed control approach 109

significantly reduces the terminal state error in [13], as well 110

as the computation cost in [14]. Second, a realistic flat solar 111

sail model is proposed and utilized in the removal mission. 112

The impacts of the removal using realistic flat solar sails are 113

analyzed. 114

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the 115

dynamic model and the system dynamics of a GEO satellite 116

equipped with a realistic flat solar sail. Section 3 elaborates on 117

the solar sail control approach, and it’s utilized to remove end- 118

of-life GEO satellites in Sect. 4. Section 5 draws conclusions. 119

2 Spacecraft dynamics and system 120

modelling 121

2.1 SRP 122

For ideal solar sails, all the incoming photons are reflected. 123

The acceleration due to SRP for ideal solar sails is given by 124

[18, page 39] 125

f ideal =
[
2P� · (A/m) · cos2 α

]
n. (1) 126
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Fig. 1 2D solar sail model

Here P� denotes the magnitude of SRP which at 1 AU from127

the Sun is equal to 4.56 × 10−6 N/m2. A/m is the area to128

mass ratio of spacecraft, and α denotes the cone angle (the129

pitch angle in the 2D case) of the solar sail, which is the angle130

between the sail normal vector n and the sun-line vector u131

(Fig. 1).132

In this work. we propose a realistic flat solar sail model,133

which differs from an ideal one in two aspects.134

1. Solar sail thrust135

After absorbing all the incoming photons, realistic solar136

sails only reflect part of (ratio r̃ ) the total photons, while137

the other part of photons (ratio (1 − r̃)) are re-emitted138

by thermal radiation. Among all the reflected photons, s139

ratio of photons are reflected in the s direction (Fig. 1),140

while (1−s) ratio are reflected in non-specular directions.141

In this process, acceleration caused by SRP is composed142

by three parts, namely, the acceleration due to absorption143

f a , the acceleration due to reflection f r , and the accel-144

eration due to re-radiation f e, and they are given by [18,145

page 48-49]146

f a = P�
A

m

[
(cos2 α)n + (cos α sin α)t

]
,147

f r = P�
A

m

[ (
r̃ s cos2 α + B f (1 − s)r̃ cos α

)
n148

− (r̃ s cos α sin α)t
]
,149

f e =
[

P�
A

m
(1 − r̃)

ξ f B f − ξb Bb

ξ f + ξb
cos α

]
n. (2)150

151

Here B f , Bb and ξ f and ξb are the non-Lambertian coef-152

ficients and surface emissivity of the front and back side153

of the sail. t denotes the sail transverse vector (Fig. 1),154

and t = (u − (u · n)n)/|u − (u · n)n|.155

By adding the three components in Eq. (2) and recog-156

nizing accelerations in the sail normal and transverse157

directions, the accelerations due to SRP for realistic solar158

Table 3 Optical coefficients for an ideal/JPL square/JPL Heliogyro
solar sail

r̃ s̃ ξ f ξb B f Bb

Ideal sail 1 1 0 0 2/3 2/3

Square sail 0.88 0.94 0.05 0.55 0.79 0.55

Heliogyro sail 0.88 0.94 0.05 0.55 0.79 0.55

sails are 159

f n =
(

P�
A

m

[
(1 + r̃ s) cos2 α + B f (1 − s)r̃ cos α 160

+(1 − r̃)
ξ f B f − ξb Bb

ξ f + ξb
cos α

])
n, 161

f t =
(

P�
A

m
(1 − r̃ s) cos α sin α

)
t. (3) 162

163

In this work, we apply the sail optical parameters 164

(Table 3) [18, page 50] for a square/heliogyro solar sail 165

derived from the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) 166

comet Halley rendezvous study. 167

2. Constraint in the cone angle 168

For ideal solar sails, there is no constraint in the sail con- 169

trol angles. However, for realistic solar sails, to avoid the 170

possible temperature and structure failure, the cone angle 171

α is constrained within [0◦, 85◦] [15]. This constraint 172

is important and also unfavourable for the end-of-life 173

GEO satellites removal mission, since the resulting “lee- 174

ward force” always exits along the Sun-sail direction and 175

will decrease the orbit altitude when the satellites move 176

toward the Sun. 177

In the applied realistic flat solar sail model, we assume that 178

there is no sail deformation and surface irregularity during 179

the removal process. The eclipse by the Earth is included in 180

the dynamic model. A GEO satellite experiences eclipse by 181

the Earth in the summer and winter. This work applies the 182

cylindrical eclipse shadow model, which is detailed in [13]. 183

2.2 Perturbative accelerations 184

This work utilizes the perturbative dynamic model proposed 185

in [13], which is based on the magnitude comparisons of dif- 186

ferent accelerations exerted on GEO satellites, and the drifts 187

of orbital elements due to each perturbative term over the 188

removal period. The total acceleration exerted on a GEO 189

satellite can be described as r̈ = r̈⊕ + r̈3 + r̈ SR P . Here, 190

r̈⊕ denotes the Earth gravitational acceleration, including 191

the two-body acceleration and Earth gravitational perturba- 192

tions, r̈3 is the third-body (the Sun and Moon) gravitational 193

perturbation, and r̈ SR P denotes the acceleration due to SRP. 194
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Earth’s gravitational potential is given by [19, page 545]195

U = μ⊕
r

− μ⊕
r

∞∑
l=2

Jl

(
R⊕
r

)l

Pl [sin φ]196

+ μ⊕
r

∞∑
l=2

l∑
m=1

(
R⊕
r

)l

Pl,m[sin φ]197

× {
Cl,m cos(mλsat) + Sl,m sin(mλsat)

}
. (4)198

199

Here, μ⊕ is the Earth’s gravitational parameter, r the magni-200

tude of the satellite position vector in the Earth Centred Earth201

Fixed (ECEF) frame, φ and λ are the latitude and longitude of202

satellite, Pl (Pl,m) denotes the conventional (associated) Leg-203

endre polynomials, and Jl (Cl,m , Sl,m) are the zonal (sectoral204

and tesseral) harmonics. Earth’s gravitational acceleration in205

the ECEF frame can be obtained by taking the gradient of206

the total gravitational potential. As in [13], our work uses the207

second and the third order terms of the Earth’s gravitational208

perturbation in the dynamic model.209

The equation of motion of a three-body system is given210

by [19, page 574]211

r̈⊕ sat = −μ⊕r⊕ sat

r3⊕ sat
+ μ3

(
rsat3

r3
sat3

− r⊕3

r3⊕3

)
. (5)212

Here μ3 is the gravitational parameter of the third-body.213

r⊕sat, rsat3 and r⊕3 are the position vectors from the Earth to214

satellite, satellite to the third body and Earth to the third body

expressed in the Earth Centred inertial (ECI) frame respec- 215

tively. By expanding the term rsat3
r3

sat3
in Eq. (5) using Legendre 216

polynomials, we have 217

r̈⊕sat = −μ⊕r⊕sat

r3⊕sat
218

−μ3

(
−rsat3(3B + 3B2 + B3) + r⊕sat

r3⊕3

)
, (6) 219

B =
∞∑
j=1

Pj [cos ς ]
(

r⊕sat

r⊕3

) j

. (7) 220

Here ς is the angle between r⊕3 and r⊕sat . Equation (7) can 221

be partitioned as B = B1 + B2 + B3 + · · · . As in [13], this 222

work utilizes the following dynamic model for the third-body 223

gravitational accelerations. For the Sun, we use the B1 and B2 224

terms. For the Moon, the B1, B2 and B3 terms are considered 225

when A/m ≥ 0.1 kg/m2, while the B4 and B5 terms are also 226

taken into consideration when A/m ≥ 0.001 kg/m2. 227

2.3 Systemmodelling 228

This work takes the classical orbital elements x = [a e i ω�θ ] 229

as the state. The time derivative of the state is given by [19, 230

page 636] 231

d

dt

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

a
e
i
ω

�

θ

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ẋ

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

2a2√
μa(1−e2)

e sin(θ) 2a2√
μa(1−e2)

(1 + e cos(θ)) 0
√

a(1−e2)
μ

sin(θ)

√
a(1−e2)

μ
2 cos(θ)+e(1+cos2(θ))

1+e cos(θ)
0

0 0
√

a(1−e2)
μ

cos(ω+θ)
1+e cos(θ)

−
√

a(1−e2)
μ

cos(θ)
e

√
a(1−e2)

μ
(2+e cos(θ)) sin(θ)

e(1+e cos(θ))
−
√

a(1−e2)
μ

sin(ω+θ)
tan(i)(1+e cos(θ))

0 0
√

a(1−e2)
μ

sin(ω+θ)
sin(i)(1+e cos(θ))√

a(1−e2)
μ

cos(θ)
e −

√
a(1−e2)

μ
(2+e cos(θ)) sin(θ)

e(1+e cos(θ))
0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

︸ ︷︷ ︸
denote as P(x)

⎛
⎝

fr
fθ
fz

⎞
⎠

+

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0
0
0
0
0√

μ

a3
(1+e cos(θ))2√

(1−e2)3

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

︸ ︷︷ ︸
denote as b(x)

(8) 232

Here fr , fθ , fz denote the perturbative forces in the local- 233

vertical local-horizontal (LV L H , denoted as Fo) frame. μ 234

is the Earth’s gravitational parameter. 235

To express the acceleration due to SRP, a new frame Fs 236

is constructed. As depicted in Fig. 2a, axis s1 is aligned with 237

Sun-line vector (points from the Sun to satellite) u, axis s3 238
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Fig. 2 Express SRP in the constructed frame Fs

lies in the plane constructed by s1 and g3 (with Fg being239

the ECI frame) and being perpendicular to s1, and axis s2240

completes the right hand rule. The rotation matrix from Fs241

to Fg is given by CGS = �f g · �f T
s , in which �f g defines242

the vectrix denoted as �f g = (g1, g2, g3)
T and similarly243

�f s = (s1, s2, s3)
T .244

The sail normal vector n in Fs is given by n =245

[cos α, sin(α) sin(δ), sin(α) cos(δ)]T , and the sail transverse246

vector t = [sin α,− cos(α) sin(δ),− cos(α) cos(δ)]T (α 	=247

0), t = 0 (α = 0), where α and δ are the cone angle and248

clock angle of the sail (Fig. 2b). For ideal solar sails, the249

acceleration due to SRP in Fs can be expressed as f ideal =250

2P� · (A/m) · cos2(α) · n. For realistic flat solar sails, the251

acceleration caused by SRP in Fs is equal to f real = f n+ f t ,252

where f n and f t are the accelerations in the sail normal and253

sail transverse directions respectively, and are given in Eq.254

(3). Using Eq. (8), the dynamic system for an ideal solar sail255

is given by256

ẋ(t) = P(x) · C O P C PG CGS · f ideal + b(x). (9)257

For a realistic flat solar sail,258

ẋ(t) = P(x) · C O P C PG CGS · ( f n + f t ) + b(x). (10)259

Here C O P = C3(θ), C PG = C3(ω)C1(i)C3(�) are rota-260

tion matrices from the perifocal coordinate frame (denoted261

as Fp) to Fo and from Fg to Fp respectively. The SRP accel-262

erations f ideal, f n and f t are determined by the sail normal263

vector n and the sail transverse vector t , which are controlled264

by the control angles α and δ.265

Table 4 summarizes the differences between the ideal solar266

sails and the realistic flat solar sails.267

3 Control approach 268

3.1 Linearization along a nominal trajectory 269

Consider the dynamic systems in Eqs. (9) and (10) with 270

a disturbance term, ẋ(t) = g(x(t), u(t), d(t)), where u = 271

[α, δ]T . Linearizing the system along the nominal trajectory 272

{xn(t), un(t), dn(t)} results in 273

˙(δx) = ∂ g
∂x

[xn, un, dn]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

denote as A(t)

δx + ∂ g
∂u

[xn, un, dn]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

denote as B(t)

δu

+ ∂ g
∂d

[xn, un, dn]δd,

(11) 274

where δx = x − xn , δu = u − un and δd = d − dn 275

are deviations from the nominal trajectory, nominal con- 276

trol input and nominal disturbance respectively. Note that 277

∂ g
∂d [xn, un, dn] = 1, and δd = dn − dn = 0. Defining 278

X � δx, U � δu, Eq. (11) becomes 279

Ẋ(t) = A(t)X(t) + B(t)U(t). (12) 280

This is a linear time varying (LTV) system, where A(t), B(t) 281

are modelled along the nominal trajectory {xn(t), un(t), 282

dn(t)}. 283

If the state X(t) = x − xn(t) in the linearized system (Eq. 284

(12)) tracks the desired trajectory Z(t) defined as xd(t) − 285

xn(t), then x(t) = xd(t), which is the desired situation. 286

Therefore, it turns out to be a tracking problem [20, Sec. 287

9.9]. We seek to minimize the cost functional 288

J (X(t), Z(t), U(t)) 289

= 1

2
eT (t f )Se(t f ) 290
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Table 4 Comparisons between the ideal solar sails and the realistic flat solar sails

Solar sail thrust model

Ideal sail f ideal = [
2P� · (A/m) · cos2 α

]
n

Realistic f real = f n + f t

Flat f n =
(

P� A
m

[
(1 + r̃ s) cos2 α + B f (1 − s)r̃ cos α + (1 − r̃)

ξ f B f −ξb Bb
ξ f +ξb

cos α
])

n

Sail f t = (
P� A

m (1 − r̃ s) cos α sin α
)

t

Control angle constraints

Ideal sail α ∈ [0◦, 90◦], δ ∈ [0◦, 360◦]
Realistic flat sail α ∈ [0◦, 85◦], δ ∈ [0◦, 360◦]
System dynamics

Ideal sail ẋ(t) = P(x) · C O P C PG CGS · f ideal + b(x)

Realistic flat sail ẋ(t) = P(x) · C O P C PG CGS · ( f n + f t ) + b(x)

+
∫ t f

t0

(
1

2
eT (t) Qe(t) + 1

2
UT (t)RU(t)

)
dt, (13)291

where e(t) = X(t) − Z(t) denotes the tracking error. The292

matrix S = ST ≥ 0 penalizes the terminal tracking error,293

Q = QT ≥ 0 penalizes the tracking error, and R = RT > 0294

penalizes the control inputs. The solution of this problem can295

be obtained from Eq. (51) in [13] by setting the disturbance296

term to zero, and is given by:297

U∗(t) = −R−1 BT (t) (G(t)X(t) − g(t)) , (14)298

where G(t) and g(t) can be calculated by integrating the299

following equations simultaneously backward:300

Ġ(t) = − Q − AT (t)G(t) − G(t)A(t)301

+G(t)B(t)R−1 BT (t)G(t), (15)302

ġ(t) = − Q Z(t) −
(

AT (t) − G(t)B(t)R−1 BT (t)
)

g(t),303

(16)304

using the boundary conditions305

G(t f ) = S, (17)306

g(t f ) = SZ(t f ). (18)307

3.2 Iterations of linearization308

Since the linearization in Sect. 3.1 is along a nominal trajec-309

tory, the linearized system is not completely accurate, and310

this causes the terminal state error between the terminal state311

and the desired state. In this work, we apply the “iterations of312

linearization” control approach to gradually reduce the inac-313

curacy of the linearized systems, as well as the terminal state314

error.315

As described in Fig. 3, the dynamic system is first lin-316

earized along a nominal trajectory, then the linear feedback317

Fig. 3 The iterations of linearization

controller described in Setc. 3.1 is applied to reduce the ter- 318

minal state error based on the linearized system. The resultant 319

actual trajectory acts as a nominal trajectory for the lineariza- 320

tion in the next iteration. The iterations are applied until the 321

terminal state error is smaller then the error threshold. 322

In theory, the applied “iterations of linearization” control 323

approach is only able to find a quasi-local optimal solution. A 324

quasi-local optimal solution is acceptable for the end-of-life 325

GEO satellites removal mission, since the GEO graveyard 326

region is broad and the requirements on the orbital elements 327

are not strict. The applied “iterations of linearization” con- 328

trol approach significantly reduces the terminal state error in 329
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Semi-major axis error vs time Eccentricity error vs time Control angles vs time

Change in orbit height vs time SRP vs time Eclipse vs time

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4 Nominal trajectory for the ideal solar sail

[13], as well as the computation cost caused by the numerical330

approach proposed in [14].331

4 End-of-life GEO satellites removal332

The control objective is to raise the orbit semi-major axis by333

305 km and make the eccentricity of the final orbit smaller334

than 10−4. In this way, the perigee of the final orbit will be335

raised slightly more than 300 km, thus the final orbit will336

be placed in the GEO graveyard region. The desired semi-337

major axis ad = 42164 km + 305 km = 42469 km, and the338

desired eccentricity ed = 10−4. To avoid the singularity of339

the classical orbital elements, the desired eccentricity of the340

final orbit is set to be a small but non-zero number (10−4).341

The initial position of the satellite in the ECI frame is342

set to be [0.0 m, 42164.8 km, 1.0 m]. The initial time343

is Jan 1st, 2017, 00 : 00 : 00, with the time constants344

�UT (UT1 − UTC) = 0.359485 s, �AT(TAI − UTC) =345

37.0 s. The final time t f = 350 days. The orbit is propa-346

gated using the 4th-order Runge–Kutta (RK4) formula, and347

the time step is set to be 30 s. Compared to the simulation348

time length (350 days), setting a time step of 30 s is appro-349

priate to preserve numerical accuracy, and in the meantime350

causes an acceptable computation cost.351

4.1 Removal using ideal solar sails352

The A/m of spacecraft is set to be 0.14 kg/m2. Figure 4353

presents the nominal trajectory for the first linearization. In354

the nominal trajectory, the cone angle α is 5◦ when the satel-355

lite is moving away from the Sun, and 85◦ when moving356

toward. Each of the 5◦ and 85◦ period lasts about half an 357

orbit (12 h for a GEO satellite). The clock angle δ is equal 358

to 180◦ all the time. In Fig. 4a, b, the terminal state error 359

for the semi-major axis and eccentricity is + 22.6427 km and 360

+2.3376×10−4 respectively. The change of the orbit height, 361

SRP magnitude and eclipse time ratio are shown in Fig. 4d–f 362

respectively. 363

Figure 5 presents the actual trajectory after the first lin- 364

earization. The penalty matrices in Eq. (13) are set to be S = 365

diag[103, 1012, 1, 1, 1, 1], Q = diag[10, 109, 1, 1, 1, 1], 366

R = diag[1016, 1016]. Figure 5a–d present the feedback and 367

total control angles. In Fig. 5e, f, the terminal state error of 368

the semi-major axis and eccentricity is + 18.1682 km and 369

+ 1.0856 × 10−4 respectively. 370

The terminal state error in Fig. 5 originates from the inac- 371

curacy of the linearized system. Since the linearization is 372

along a nominal trajectory, the linearized system is not com- 373

pletely accurate. To gradually reduce the inaccuracy of the 374

linearized systems, we apply the “iterations of linearization” 375

control approach. We linearize the system along the actual 376

trajectory generated by the previous step of linearization, and 377

apply the same linear feedback controller to further reduce 378

the terminal state error. The iterations of linearization are 379

applied until the terminal state error is smaller than the cost 380

threshold. 381

Table 5 presents the history of the terminal state error in 382

each step of linearization. The terminal state error decreases 383

in each step of linearization, and a solution (presented in 384

Fig. 6) is generated after the fourth linearization. The ter- 385

minal state error of the semi-major axis and eccentricity is 386

+ 0.7142 km and −3.5862 × 10−5 respectively. From Table 387

5 we also see that, although the terminal state error in this 388
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Fig. 5 Real-time trajectory for the ideal solar sail, first linearization

Table 5 History of the ideal
solar sail optimization

Terminal a error (km) Terminal e error Cost value CPU time (min)

Nominal trajectory +22.6427 +2.3376×10−4 +2.56×108 29

1st Linearization +18.1682 +1.0856×10−4 +1.26×108 104

2nd Linearization +14.1226 +0.9013×10−4 +1.04×108

3rd Linearization +3.1774 +7.5862×10−5 +7.90×107

4th Linearization +0.7142 −3.5862×10−5 +3.65×107

Ref. [14] +0.0903 −4.0962×10−6 +4.19×106 18098

The desired semi-major axis ad = 42469 km, the desired eccentricity ed = 10−4. (Using an Intel i5-9600K
CPU @ 3.70GHz, 48.0 GB RAM Laptop for Calculation)

Fig. 6 Real-time trajectory for the ideal solar sail, fourth linearization
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Fig. 7 Influence of the Leeward force on the orbital elements

Fig. 8 Nominal trajectory for the realistic flat solar sail, A/m = 0.14 kg/m2

work is slightly larger than in [14], the computation time is389

significantly reduced from 18098 to 104 min.390

4.2 Removal using realistic flat solar sails391

As described in Sect. 2, the constraint in the sail cone angle392

results in a so-called “leeward force”, which always exits393

along the Sun-sail direction and will decrease the orbit alti-394

tude when the satellites move toward the Sun. Figure 7 shows395

the influence of the “leeward force” on the orbital elements396

in the satellite removal mission. We can see that there is a397

reduction about 8 km in the semi-major axis, and an increase398

about 1.8 × 10−4 in the orbit eccentricity. Figure 8 presents399

the nominal trajectory of the realistic flat sail with a spacecraft400

A/m of 0.14 kg/m2. In Fig. 8, the terminal semi-major axis401

and eccentricity error is −9.1092 km and +2.1683 × 10−4
402

respectively.403

We gradually increase the A/m of spacecraft and adjust404

the nominal control angles to find a nominal trajectory in405

which the terminal semi-major axis and eccentricity are close 406

to the desired ones. After some trial and error, the resultant 407

nominal trajectory is presented in Fig. 9. In the nominal tra- 408

jectory, the A/m of spacecraft is equal to 0.16 kg/m2. The 409

cone angle α is 13◦ when the satellite is moving away from 410

the Sun, and 77◦ when moving toward. Each of the 13◦ and 411

77◦ period lasts about half an orbit (12 h for a GEO satellite). 412

The clock angle δ is equal to 180◦ all the time. In Fig. 9a, 413

b, the terminal state error for the semi-major axis and eccen- 414

tricity is + 3.8710 km and +8.1504×10−5 respectively. The 415

change in orbit height and the magnitude of SRP in the sail 416

normal/transverse direction are shown in Fig. 9d–f respec- 417

tively. From Fig. 9 (d)(e) we see that, the magnitude of SRP 418

in the sail transverse direction is 2 magnitudes smaller than 419

that in the sail normal direction. However, since the removal 420

time is very long (350 days), the tiny “leeward force” result- 421

ing from sail cone angle constraint still has evident negative 422

impact on the removal mission. From the nominal trajectory 423
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Fig. 9 Nominal trajectory for the realistic flat solar sail, A/m = 0.16 kg/m2

Fig. 10 Real-time trajectory for the realistic flat solar sail, first linearization

in Fig. 9 we can find that, this negative impact causes an424

increase in the A/m of spacecraft from 0.14 to 0.16 kg/m2.425

Figure 10 presents the actual trajectory after the first lin-426

earization. The penalty matrices in Eq. (13) are set to be S =427

diag[103, 1012, 1, 1, 1, 1], Q = diag[10, 109, 1, 1, 1, 1],428

R = diag[1016, 1016]. Figure 10a–d present the feedback429

and total control angles. From Fig. 10a, b we see that the feed-430

back control angles gradually approach zero. Figure 10c, d431

present the total control angles. In Fig. 10e, f, the terminal432

state error of the semi-major axis and eccentricity is +3.1877433

km and +3.9237 × 10−5 respectively.434

Table 6 presents the history of the terminal state error435

in each step of linearization. The value of the cost function436

decreases in each step of linearization, and a solution (pre- 437

sented in Fig. 11) is generated after the third linearization. 438

The terminal state error of the semi-major axis and eccen- 439

tricity is + 4.3479 and −5.1340 × 10−6 respectively. 440

From Tables 5 and 6 we can find that, the negative impact 441

of using realistic flat solar sails in the end-of-life GEO satel- 442

lite removal mission is evident but not significant. To achieve 443

end-of-life GEO satellites removal to the GEO graveyard 444

region using realistic flat solar sails in 350 days, a small 445

increase in the A/m of spacecraft from 0.14 to 0.16 kg/m2
446

is required. 447
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Table 6 History of the realistic
flat solar sail optimization

Terminal a error (km) Terminal e error Cost value CPU time (min)

Nominal trajectory +3.8710 +8.1504×10−5 +8.54×107 30

1st Linearization +3.1877 +3.9237×10−5 +4.24×107 78

2nd Linearization +2.2299 −2.1901×10−5 +2.41×107

3rd Linearization +4.3479 −5.1340×10−6 +9.48×106

The desired semi-major axis ad = 42469 km, the desired eccentricity ed = 10−4. (Using an Intel i5-9600K
CPU @ 3.70GHz, 48.0 GB RAM Laptop for Calculation)

Fig. 11 Real-time trajectory for the realistic flat solar sail, third linearization

5 Conclusions448

This paper proposes an analytical solution of removing end-449

of-life GEO satellites to the GEO graveyard region using450

realistic flat solar sails. The sail control angles are generated451

using the linear optimal tracking controller. Iterations of lin-452

earization are applied to gradually reduce the inaccuracy of453

the linearized systems, thus reducing the terminal state error.454

Simulations indicate that, the negative impact of using real-455

istic flat solar sails in the end-of-life GEO satellite removal456

mission is evident but not significant. Compared to using457

ideal solar sails, a small increase in the A/m of spacecraft458

from 0.14 to 0.16 kg/m2 is required to achieve the end-of-459

life GEO satellite removal using realistic flat solar sails in460

350 days.461
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